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Information on scientists' private papers in Polish archives 
- the state and needs 

Scholars' private papers are kept by various institutions. Gained as gifts, deposits or 
bought, they enrich Polish libraries, museums and archives. The big part of research 
workers' personal papers have the Archive of the Polish Academy of Sciences (APAS) 
in Warszawa and its departaments in Krakow, Poznait and Wodzislaw Sl!l_ski. Some 
portion of the private ones, after scholars are kept in Polish state archives and archives of 
universities, too. All of them accumulate, keep and work the papers out. But nowdays a 
most important thing is to work out accessible information about them. 

There are a few types archival finding aids in Polish traditional archive science: an 
archival inventory, catalogues, indexes, repertories, lists of summaries of files, guides of 
archives, guides of separate fonds and thematic ones 1• Their variety let us make thorough 
description of archival fonds. It also allows to create efficient and universal archival 
information system, in theory at least. You can choose the best way of searching infor
mation. It depends on user's needs and specific character of archival materials, like in 
instance of scholars' private papers. 

First of all it is worth remembering, that the papers of scientists include information 
such as biography data and details of scholar works. Thus, the research workers' per
sonal papers are mostly a subject of interest of historians of science. It is not difficult for 
them to decide what kind of papers to look into, but the point is, where the papers are. 
The answer is not easy, especially that in case of private archives the principle of perti
nence does not work. 

A thematic guide with national range should play the most important part in the in
formation system for scholars' private records. On the base of this guide describing each 
fond you can easily get to know a state and a place of research workers' papers. At the 
bottom of our modyfied information system, there should by a descripiton of a fond. It 
would replace an archival inventory. Apart from that, archival indexes have a big 
meaning in describing private materials. They make looking for persons, places, facts 
easier. 

The mentioned archival finding aids have been worked out in Polish archives. Un
fortunately, we can not say, that the archival information system has been built according 
to the plan. Only archival inventories are made in Poland regularly, but they stil stay in a 

1 B. Ryszewski, Przeglqd oraz systematyka pomocy archiwalnych polskich i obcych opublikowanych 
w ostatnim ewierewieczu, ,Archeion", vol. 88, 1990, p. 7-20. 
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typescript in archives. The rest of archival finding aids are treated as optional and made 
sporadically. They are seldom published, too. This fact influences accessibility of 
research workers' private papers. 

There is not a published nationwide thematic guide of scholars' private records in 
Poland. In 1979 preparing a guide of archival materials of families and persons in Polish 
state archives was concerned, but this idea did not succeed2. 

Theorticaly, the gap can be filled with a nationwide guide of archival fonds and 
guides of particular Polish archives. Anyway, a quantity of these archival aids is insuffi
cient. We can even say, that Polish archives do not have a nationwide guide. The Central 
Files of Fonds (Centralna Kartoteka Zespol6w) is trying to play its part3• But its range is 
limited to state archives and it includes only descriptions of prepared fonds. It is not very 
helpful, because of e.g. conditions of access are not easy. Apart from that its index of 
names in fonds is not sufficient for the research workers searching information on 
scholars' private papers. We can assume, that improving The Central Files will cause 
transfer of data to an electronical carrier in database SEZAM. 

The publication ,Archiwa paiJ.stwowe w Polsce. Przewodnik po zasobach"4 has got 
more importand meaning for users intrested in papers of scholars. Easy access to the 
guidebook is rising its value in searching information. Fonds of different state archives 
are the subject of separate descriptions, where is a place for information about records of 
families and about private papers. Unfortunately, the editors have not placed any in
dexes. It makes impossible to find information on archival materials of a person without 
looking over the book. The guide also includes information about other published 
archival finding aids. There are notes about guides of holdings, inventories and other 
aids in description of individual archives. It can play a big role for those who search 
more precise information on scientists' private papers. Neverthless, it should be men
tioned, that there are gaps in this field. 

Nowadays the guides of individual archives are some of the most often published 
aids. These kind of finding for state archives in GdaiJ.sk, Kielce, Radom, Lublin, L6dZ 
were recently published5• Beside them brochures with lists of fonds are very popular. 
Thus branches of The State Archive of the Capital City of Warszawa had been worked 
out6. These kinds of aids- describing fonds of particular archives- have a big mean
ing in case of official records. In private papers their role is less important. They are 
helpful only when we are sure, that the papers are kept in a specific archive. Apart from 
that, these kinds of aids, accessible in a traditional publisj:led form are going out of date 
very quickly. 

2 R. Piechota, Pomace archiwalne -stan obecny i perspektywy, ,Archeion", vol. 67, 1979, p. 57. 
3 Central Files of Fonds is in the Archival Information Centre (Centralny Osrodek Infonnacji Archiwalnej) 

of the Head Office of State Archives (Naczelna Dyrekcja Archiw6w Panstwowych). 
4 Archiwa panstwowe w Polsce. Przewodnik po zasobach, ed. A. Biernat and A. Laszuk, Warszawa 1998. 
5 Archiwum Panstwowe w Gdansku. Przewodnik po zasobie do 1945 roku, ed. Cz. Biernat, Warszawa

L6d.Z 1992; Archiwum Panstwowe w Kielcach i jego oddzialy w Jrtdrzejowie, Pinczowie i Starachowicach. 
Przewodnik po zasobie archiwalnym, ed. S. Marcinkowski, Warszawa-L6d.Z 1993; Archiwum Panstwowe w 
Radomiu. Przewodnik po zasobie archiwalnym, ed. H. Kisiel, Warszawa 1996; Archiwum Panstwowe w 
Lublinie i jego Oddzialy w Chelmie, Krasniku i Radzyniu Podlaskim. Przewodnik po zasobie archiwalnym, 
vol. l, ed. F. Cieslak and M. Trojanowska, Lublin 1997; Archiwum Panstwowe w /.,odzi. Przewodnik po 
zasobie, ed. M. Bandurka, Warszawa 1998. 

6 E. g.: Archiwum Panstwowe m. st. Warszawy, Oddzial w Gorze Kalwarii. lnformator o zasobie archi
walnym, G6ra Kalwaria 1992; Archiwum Panstwowe m. st. Warszawy, Oddzial w Mlawie. lnformator o 
zasobie archiwalnym, Mlawa 1992; Archiwum Panstwowe m. st. Warszawy, Oddzial w Nowym Dworze 
Mazowieckim. bifonnator o zasobie archiwalnym, Nowy Dw6r Mazowiecki 1992; Archiwum Panstwowe m. st. 
Warszawy, Oddzial w Otwocku. Informator o zasobie archiwalnym, Otwock 1992. 
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Two editions of ,Przewodnik po zespolach i zbiorach Archiwum PAN" have a spe
cial place among guides7. They can be a first step in searching, because there are de
scriptions of fonds of the biggest owner of scholars' private papers. Neverthless as other 
published guides they have gone out of data quickly. The second edition ,,Przewodnika 
po [ ... ]"includes description of the fonds from the 1st of January 1977 and only in 1996 
the Archive of the Polish Academy of Sciences had gaind 22 private papers8• Fortu
nately, a suplement is being worked at present9• 

The activity of the APAS seems to be the most systematic one. Before the first edi
tion of the guide there were published contens of departarnent of private papers10 and 
descriptions of historians' private records kept in the Archiveu. The APAS has not given 
up this form of information, what is proved by the description of orientalists' papers in 
the holdings of Krakow departament of the Archive12• 

Next proof of consistent work in popularization of information about researchers' 
private papers in the Archive of the Polish Academy of Sciences is the fact of systernat
icly published archival inventories in ,Biuletyn Archiwum PAN". In the 38th issue there 
were about a hundred aids. Apart from that chronicle in each issue allows to successivly 
learning about new private materials of the Archive. Thus the periodical of the APAS is 
becoming an important link in its own information system. 

In the conrast to ,Biuletyn Archiwum PAN", ,Archeion" has never become a wide
spread publication including smaller size archival finding aids. We can even say, that 
during the postwar history of the periodical there was only once an article with an 
archival inventory of Michal Sokolnicki's papers13• Besides four times, in the oldest 
Polish archival periodical, there were surveys of contents of fonds made by scholars. 
Twice the JozefPaczkowski's14, once Jan Glinka's15 and Jozef Szaniawski's papers were 
the subject of description16• This state is surprising, even though during the 8th Common 
Convention of Polish Historians in Krakow Tadeusz Mencel emphaised the need of 
making the publishing activity widespread, in cooperation with Polish Academy of 
Sciences17• The consoling thing is, that two of mentioned surveys were published in 
,Archeion" in a few last years. Perhaps it means bigger interest in scholars' private 
papers in state archives. 

7 Przewodnik po zespolach i zbiorach Archiwum PAN, ed. z. Kolankowski, I ed., Wroclaw-Warszawa
Krak6w 1965; II ed., Wroclaw-Warszawa-Krak6w-Gdaflsk 1978. 

8 Sprawozdanie z dzialalnosci Archiwum PAN w roku 1996, ,Biuletyn Archiwum PAN", 1997, no 38, 
p. 134-136. . 

9 E. Glowacka, Archiwum Polskiej Akademii Nauk, Oddzial w Poznaniu. Historia, organizacja, zasob, 
perspektywy, in: Pami~tnik I Ogolnopolskiego Zjazdu Studentow Archiwistyki, ed. W. Chorlflyczewski and 
R. Degen, Toruii 1998, p. 92 

10 M. Flis, Przeglqd zawartosci dzialu ,spu8cizn" Archiwum PAN, ,Biuletyn Archiwum PAN", 1959, 
no 2, p. 46-88; 1962, no 5, p. 71-95. 

11 z. Kolankowski, Spuscizna historykow w zbiorach Archiwum PAN, ,Kwartalnik Historyczny", vol. 68, 
1961, no 4, p. 991-998 

12 E. Dziurzynska, Spuscizny orientalistow w zbiorach Oddzialu Archiwum PAN w Krakowie, ,Biuleiyn 
Archiwum PAN", 1995, no 36, p. 3-12. 

13 M. Grodzinska, Tureckie archiwum Michala Sokolnickiego, ,Archeion", vol. 99, 1998, p. 152-166. 
14 C. Skopowski, Papiery Jozefa Paczkowskiego, ,Archeion", vol. 37, 1962, p. 228-233; P. Bering, Spu

scizna Jozefa Paczkowskiego w Archiwum Palistwowym w Poznaniu, ,Archeion", vol. 91, 1993, p. 31-44. 
15 T. Zielinska, Jan Glinka ijego spuscizna archiwalna, ,Archeion", vol. 53, 1970, p. 121-134. 
16 Z. Wojciechowska, Archiwista Jozef Szaniawski i jego spu8cizna aktowa, ,Archeion", vol. 99, 1998, 

p. 93-107. 
17 T. Mencel, 1nwentarz archiwalny w pracy historyka, in: Vll1 Powszechny Zjazd Historyk6w Polskich w 

Krakowie 14-17 wrze8nia 1958. Referaty i dyskusja, vol. 9, Nauki pomocnicze historii, ed. A. Gieysztor, 
Warszawa 1960, p. 45 i 50. 
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During last years the Polish state archives have been making their publishing activity 
more common. New periodicals have appeared18. Neverthless, they give little informa
tion about private papers, e. g. survey of a curator of the museum in Przeworsk- J6zef 
Benbenek's records19. 

Periodicals which are not cooperating tightly with Polish state archives play a role, 
too. For a long time research workers of the APAS have placed the information articles 
or inventories of scientists' private papers in many periodicals20 • This kind of informa
tion are sporadically published in some publications, which are trade marked by Polish 
universities21 • 

Summing up the above considerations it should be stated, that the state of informa
tion on researchers' private papers in Polish archives is not ideal. During a postwar 
period we did not manage to work out a nationwide guide of scientists' private records. 
A real, sufficient countrywide guide of Polish archives did not exist, either. Not every 
state archive has manage to publish a guide of own holdings. Only transformations of the 
80s and 90s had livend up the publishing activity of state archives. New titles have 
started to appear. Neverthless, like publishing of finding aids also in case of scientists' 
private papers has little meaning. University archives rather do not publish information 
about their own fonds. Only the Archive of the Polish Academy of Sciences has been 
working sufficiently to give an easy access to scholars' papers. The guides of the fonds 
of the APAS are a bit old and gone out of date, but there is ,Biuletyn Archiwum PAN" 
-the periodical where archival inventories of researchers' private records are succes
sively published. These all facts cause the situation in which the information on scholars' 
papers in Polish archives are not complete. Apart from that, the information are dissi
pated like the scientists' private papers. 

This rather pessimistic picture of the real state of information about private papers kept 
by Polish archives induces us to formulate a few postulates. The basic task for Polish 
archives is to collect all information on scholars' private papers. The research should 
include not only archives but also libraries and museums. In future searching ought to be 
extended even abroad. The collected materials should be successively completed and 
published. It seems that this kind of task not be entrusted to a temporary team of research
ers. It is necessary to create a centre which would manage the information. If it is possible 
to organize it by the Archive of the polish Academy of Sciences it would be the best. Thus 
the APAS would execute one of its own statutory aims in a modyfied form, which could be 
preservation of information about scholars' private papers. 

18 E. g.: ,Krakowski Rocznik Archiwalny", ,Nadwarcianski Rocznik Historyczno-Archiwalny", ,P!ocki 
Rocznik Historyczno-Archiwalny", ,Poznanski Rocznik Historyczno-Archiwalny", ,Prace Historyczno
Archiwalne", erlier ,Rocznik Historyczno-Archiwalny" i ,Szczecinski Informator Archiwalny" - see 
A. Tomczak, Czasopismiennictwo archiwalne w Polsce w 1997 r., ,Archeion", vol. 98, 1997, p. 245-250. 

19 A. Nowak, Akta J6zefa Benbebka w zasobie przeworskiego archiwum, ,Rocznik Historyczno
Archiwalny", vol. 10, 1995, p. 203-206. 

20 E. g.: M. Flis, Przeglqd zawartosci dzialu ,spu$cizn" Archiwum PAN, ,Kwartalnik Historii Nauki", 
vol. 3, 1958, no 2, p. 344-349; vol. 5, 1960, no 3/4, p. 567-573; vol. 8, 1963, no I, p. 152-156; 
Z. Kolankowski, Die Sammlung und Ordnung von Nachltissen im Archiv der Polnischen Akademie der 
Wissenschaften, ,Archivmitteilungen", Jg. 7, 1957, H. 4, s. 121-128; Materialy Marcelego Handelsmanna w 
Archiwum Polskiej Akademii Nauk, ed. H. Dymnicka and Zygmunt Kolankowski, ,Przegl~d Historyczny", 
vol. 50, 1959, no I, p. 93-115; J. Szajbel, Materialy naukowe Stanislawa Karwowskiego w Archiwum 
PAN. Oddzial w Poznaniu, ,Studia i Materia!y do Dziej6w Wielkopolski", vol. 9, 1968, no 2, p. 145-149; 
H. Zubalowa, Materialy doc. dr Wislawy Knapowskiej w Archiwum Polskiej Akademii Nauk. Oddzial w 
Poznaniu, ,Studia i Materia!y do Dziej6w Wielkopolski", vol. 6, 1961, no 2, p. 460-463; 

21 E.g.: J. Mroczkowska, Spuscizna r~kopismienna Henryka Elzenberga, in: Studia o bibliotekach i zbio
rach polskich, vol. 2, ed. B. Ryszewski, Toruil 1992, p. 99-111. 
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Collected information by the centre would enable making a scheme of acting, it 
means choosing this private papers, which have a big value for science and should be 
described in the first turn. Except this, the centre ought to indicate the archival materials 
of the same provenience but placed in various archives should be merged in archival 
description. 

Anyway, the centre should decide something in other two matters. Firstly, it must opt 
for a standard of description of private papers. It is not worth considering details, 
because it is a subject of other report during the convention. Perhaps during the research 
we should only work out a simple description in a guide type. But it should be empha
sized, that the way of describing scholars' private papers ought to guarantee thorough 
reflection of their contents. 

The second decision should be a choice of a form of making the materials available. 
Of course, it always is possible to publish archival finding aids in a traditional form. 
Neverthless it is an expensive and time-consuming form. It also is going out of date, 
sometimes even during publishing. 

In this situation it seems that the modem recording techniques and making informa
tion available which are using CD and global network are the best. The first possibility 
remind a bit traditional published aids. It has similar disadventages - a long period of 
preparing and a necessity of making them available in entirety. Anyway it also has 
adventage - biger storage capacity. It allows e.g. to combine information with pictures 
of described records. The State Library of New South Wales had made an attempt to do 
it during preparing sir Joseph Banks' papers in CD-ROM22• We can find more exemples 
in Poland, too. There were attempts of edition of ,Metryka Koronna" in the Central 
Archives of Historical Records. It is worth mentioning, that the case of this kind edition 
the centre could count on help of the Centre of Electronic Historical Texts (Centrum 
Elektronicznych Tekst6w Historycznych) in Library of the Polish Academy of Sciences 
in K6mik. 

Anyway the global network gives bigger opportunities of accessibility and describing 
private papers. Nowadays Internet is present almost in all fields of living and this fact 
guarantees easy access to information. Besides, publishing on network is cheaper, less 
time-consuming and allows to complete information all the time. Some Polish state 
archives had already created their own pages on Internet. Among them there are archives 
in Poznan, Szczecin, L6di, Przemysl, Wroclaw, Bochnia, Pszczyna, the State Archive of 
the Capital City of Warszawa and the Cenral Ar<;hives of Historical Records23 . By now 
only the archives in L6di24 and in Przemysl25 have decided to place broader information 
on fonds with short notes about private papers. The archive in Gdansk gives an access 
only to list of more important fonds on network and the archive in Bochnia - a list of 
whole fonds. 

This accessibility is not specific for only Polish archives, which are on verge of com
puterization. Similarly, most of archives of German universities have only information 
pages26. 

Regardless of it, we can find various forms of accessibility on network. Mostly they 
refer to traditional finding aids, they are different only in forms of preserving. The 

22 H. Wajs, Review of the ,Archives and Manuscripts" (Australia), vol. 23, 1995, no 1-2, ,Archeion", 
vol. 99, 1998, p. 277-278. 

23 http://ciuw. warrnan.net. pValf/archiwa!intemet/index.htrnl. 
24 http://www .infocentrum.cornl-mbj/zasob/index.htrnl. 
25 http://workjoy.com.pVprnap__gos/archiwurnlzasoby.html. 
26 http://www .uni-rnarburg.de/archi vschule/deuarch7 .htrnl. 
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Central Library of University in Sheffield has been publishing on its pages description of 
private papers in guide form with general report of contents27 . The Archive of University 
in Liverpool reporting the professor William Henry Young's papers is thoroughly 
characterizing each series28• The Archive of the Indiana University and the University of 
North Carolina, in Europe - the Archive of Institute for Mathematical Sciences of 
University of Copenhagen, publish inventories of scholars' private papers29. 

The described ways of accessibility are only some of them. Using CD's and network 
can be controversial. Anyway, in the age of European integration should aim at collect
ing all information about scientists' private records as soon as possible. 

27 http://www .shef.ac. uk/-lib/speciallspecial.html. 
28 http://www .Iiv .ac.uk/-archi ves/young.htm. 
29 http://www .indiana .edu/ -Iibarchl coils .html; ttp ://library. uncg.edu/depts/archi ves/msspapers/. 
index.html; http://www .math.ku.dk/imf/arki vet/colllist.htm. 
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